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 Day Month Year  Day Month Year 
From 01 04 2019 To 31 03 2020 

Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator         

 
Reference and administration details 
 

Charity name  Haemophilia Scotland 
Other names charity is known 

by   

Registered charity number  SC044298 

Charity’s principal address  Eric Liddell Centre,  

  15 Morningside Road 

  Edinburgh 

  Scotland, UK Postcode EH10 4DP 
 
Names of the charity trustees on date of approval of Trustees’ Annual Report 
 
 

Trustee name Office (if any) Dates acted if  
not for whole year 

Name of person  
(or body) entitled to  
appoint trustee (if any) 

1 Bill Wright Chair  Members at AGM 

2 Gregor MacInnes Vice Chair  Members at AGM 

3 John Dearden Treasurer  Members at AGM 

4 Carolyn McGimpsey Secretary  Members at AGM 

5 Adam Davison Trustee From 22nd August 2020 Members at AGM 

6 Jay Gardner Trustee From 22nd August 2020 Members at AGM 

7 Graeme Malloch Trustee From 22nd August 2020 Members at AGM 

8 Joanne Kirkham Trustee From 22nd August 2020 Members at AGM 

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

16     

17     

18     

19     
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Reference and administration details 
 
Names of all other charity trustees during the period, if any, (for example, those who resigned part way 
through the financial period) 
 
Name Dates acted if not for whole year 
Lynn Black Resigned 8th June 2019 
James Geekie  Resigned 24th November 2019 

  
 

Structure, governance and management 
 
Type of governing document Haemophilia Scotland converted to a SCIO (Scottish Charitable 

Incorporated Organisation) on 14 May 2015. Prior to this it was an 
unincorporated organisation with a constitution dated 3 October 2014. The 
SCIO constitution was amended on 17 July 2016. 

Trustee recruitment and appointment The Constitution of Haemophilia Scotland provides for up to 12 trustees 
who must be a member of the organisation in order to be eligible. Trustees 
are elected at the Annual General Meeting or by co-option by those 
elected following the Annual General Meeting. One third of the Trustees 
retire at each AGM (the third is comprised of the longest in office since last 
elected/re-elected). 

 

Objectives and activities 
 

 
 
 

Charitable purposes (a) To further as a primary objective the health, education, wellbeing, 
and the social and economic welfare of all those in Scotland with a 
bleeding disorder and their families. 

(b) To further the health, education, and the social and economic 
welfare of the haemophilia and bleeding disorders community in 
Scotland and internationally. And in furtherance thereof: 
 
(i) To bring together individuals and organisations that share 

such interests. 
(ii) Where possible, to cultivate reciprocal relations with 

organisations that have similar aims, relevant health, 
social welfare and educational objectives or which may 
otherwise support or benefit the SCIO. 
 

Summary of the main activities  
in relation to these objects 

Haemophilia Scotland meets its charitable purposes by providing; 
a) Direct support and opportunities for members of the Scottish 

bleeding disorders community to support each other through 
events and mentoring. 

b) Independent and patient friendly information relevant to living with 
a bleeding disorder. 

c) Advocacy services to represent people with bleeding disorders 
and work closely with the Scottish Haemophilia Centres and other 
key stakeholders to secure the best possible treatment and care. 
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Achievements and performance  
Summary of the main achievements of 
the charity during the financial period 

Support 
Haemophilia Scotland aims to provide a way for all people with 
haemophilia, von Willebrand Disease and other bleeding disorders in 
Scotland to meet, share experiences, learn from one another and offer 
mutual support.  
We ran a day of driving lessons and go-karting for teenagers at Knockhill 
Racing Circuit which helped equip teenagers with the confidence to take 
on growing responsibilities for managing their bleeding disorder as they 
transition to adulthood.  This event was in addition to our ever-popular 
annual teens go-karting event at the same venue.  
Working closely with our women’s group we held a one-day conference in 
Stirling for women which provided a mix of support opportunities, 
inspiration, and information. 
By teaming up with the theatrical group Lickety-split we were able to make 
our 2019 Annual General Meeting more accessible to young families and 
use theatre to explore some of the issues our members face living with a 
bleeding disorder. Our young families also attended a superhero themed 
trip to the Highland Wildlife Park to give families from all over Scotland the 
opportunity to meet one another and further strengthen our community of 
support.  
We launched two new projects to help people with bleeding disorders 
support one another and improve their management of their condition.  
Our Pairing Project brings people together in a mentoring style 
relationship and our self-management project assists people in getting the 
right information and access to exercise to take greater control of their 
own treatment and care.  
A delegation visited the Kenya Haemophilia Association as part of our 
World Federation of Hemophilia Twinning.  The visit was very productive 
and focused on how to improve fundraising capacity. 
Our support events programme was impacted by the arrival of COVID-19.  
We took the decision to cancel some of our events before the national 
lockdown was announced to protect our community and in response to the 
concerns of our members.  

 
Information 

Haemophilia Scotland aims to provide accurate, up-to-date, accessible 
information on all matters related to haemophilia, von Willebrand Disease 
and other bleeding disorders. 
To complement our work with our women’s group we promoted an 
excellent film from the European Haemophilia Consortium about women 
with bleeding disorders.  
Following the decision of the Scottish Government and NHS Lothian to 
delay the move of the Edinburgh Sick Children’s Hospital to Little France 
we worked to make sure the affected families in Scotland were well 
informed.  
Our information provision continued to highlight the successes of people 
with inherited bleeding disorders as well as providing information about 
the challenges.  We provided updates from pharmaceutical companies 
about their products, particularly where that related to safety or innovation.  
We also informed our community about changes of personnel at 
Scotland’s Haemophilia Centres. 
As the COVID-19 pandemic began to unfold towards the end of the 
financial year we provided regular updates as new information emerged 
about the risks and the impact of the restrictions on the provision of 
haemophilia services. 
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Summary of the main achievements of 
the charity during the financial period 
(continued) 

 
Advocacy 

Haemophilia Scotland aims to facilitate progressive influential 
relationships with the medical establishment, voluntary sector 
intermediaries, government agencies, similar UK organisations and 
international partners. 
To mark World Haemophilia Day 2019, Haemophilia Scotland hosting an 
evening reception at the Scottish Poetry Library in Edinburgh.  Guest 
speakers include Theresa Talbot (Broadcaster and author of Keep Her 
Silent), Hamish MacDonald (Scots Scriever 2015-2017, playwright and 
producer of the play Factor 9), and Jay Gardner (Haemophilia Scotland 
member). 
We engaged with the Scottish Government as it developed new benefits 
to be delivered by Social Security Scotland.  We both responded to 
consultations and made our community aware of their opportunities to 
influence how the new benefits could be best designed and delivered. 
After learning that NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde had decided to move 
Scotland’s largest Comprehensive Care Centre for the treatment of 
Haemophilia without consulting with patients, we took steps to oppose the 
move and ensure patients were consulted.  When this was unsuccessful, 
we engaged constructively with the board to help improve their plans.  
After making important progress in securing changes to the design of the 
proposed new accommodation. We were relieved when the planned move 
was cancelled by the health board.  
Our Chair, Bill Wright, was one of 12 contaminated blood and blood 
products campaigners from across the UK who engaged with the UK 
Government to seek progress towards greater parity of support for 
infected and affected people.  This included a series of joint letters which 
elicited a response from the outgoing Prime Minister, The Rt Hon Theresa 
May MP.  This was followed up immediately with the new Prime Minister, 
The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP.  Mr Wright was also in the group who then 
met with UK Government Minister Oliver Dowden MP and Nadine Dorries 
MP to call for urgent action on financial support.  
We also continued to work closely with the Scottish Infected Blood Forum 
(SIBF) to provide the Scottish Government with a clear view from our 
community about how best to develop and improve the Scottish Infected 
Blood Support Scheme.  This work included meeting with the Minister 
responsible, Joe Fitzpatrick MSP.  The second of our two meetings with 
the Minister had to be conducted virtually because of COVID-19 
restrictions and the meeting was dominated by responding to the impact 
of the pandemic on people with bleeding disorders and those affected by 
contaminated blood or blood products. We also held two joint members 
meeting with the SIBF to further strengthen our joint voice and maintain a 
strong dialogue with infected and affected people.  

As a core participant of the statutory Infected Blood Inquiry, we continued 
to work with our legal team to help the Inquiry draw out issues of concern 
to those infected and affected by the contaminated blood disaster.  We 
also supported our community through the beginning of Oral Hearings in 
London and through the Scottish Oral Hearings in Edinburgh.  
Haemophilia Scotland staff and Trustees attended every day of the 
Scottish Hearings to provide support, answer questions, and help liaise 
with the media.  We also held a joint support event with The Haemophilia 
Society to give those attending an opportunity to come together away from 
the hearings. 
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Summary of the main achievements of 
the charity during the financial period 
(continued) 

 

The 20th anniversary of the first contaminated blood products protest 
outside the new Scottish Parliament was marked by surviving protesters 
meeting with long serving MSPs outside the Scottish Parliament building 
to reflect on the long running campaign, the improvements it had secured, 
and the outstanding issues still to be resolved.  

We sadly said farewell to a stalwart of the Scottish Bleeding Disorders 
Community, Philip Dolan, who passed away during this year.  Mr Dolan is 
fondly remembered by many in our community for his decades of work 
advocating for patients; work which saw him awarded an MBE in 2008. 

 
 
 

Capacity 
Haemophilia Scotland aims to be a strong and sustainable organisation 
and are grateful to the Scottish Government, our pharmaceutical 
supporters, and other grant giving bodies who support our work. 
We are grateful to many people who went to extraordinary efforts to raise 
funds either for Haemophilia Scotland or for the Contaminated Blood 
Memorial Fund.  Fundraising in the year included everything from a very 
successful charity night to skydiving and sponsored runs. 
We reduced our costs and improved our privacy by completing a move to 
new premises.  The new office was also more accessible for members 
with step free, ground floor, access and a café for informal meetings.  
Securing sufficient funding to maintain our core services has become a 
challenge in 2019/20 where we saw a marked reduction in income as 
compared with the previous year.  We were able to off-set this by a 
reduction in spending, partly attributed to the start of the impact of Covid-
19 on the ability to organise events.  Almost 47% of our income in the year 
related to restricted funds where there are limitations on how the money 
can be spent.  Looking forward we continue to explore additional sources 
of funding to maintain the viability of Haemophilia Scotland 
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Financial review 
 
Brief statement of the charity’s policy 
on reserves 

It is our policy to maintain reserves equivalent to a minimum of three 
months running cost. 

Details of any deficit Haemophilia Scotland does not have a deficit. 

Donated facilities and services (if any)  

 
   
 
Other optional information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






















